Bacteria come in many different shapes, relying on peptidoglycan (PG)-based cell walls to provide structural integrity and apparently depending on scaffolding proteins to confer morphologic variety, according to several researchers who spoke during the plenary session, "The Envelope Please," at the 2015 ASM General Meeting, held in New Orleans last May. These scaffold proteins are critical players, localizing PG synthesis complexes and directing them to generate specifıc cellular geometries.
One of these scaffolding proteins is MreB, an actin-like, cytoskeletal protein, without which bacteria develop irregular shapes, according to Rut Carballido-Lopez of the INRA in Jouy-enJosas, France. Static images misleadingly suggest that MreB forms helical fılaments to guide PG synthesis, she says. However, by viewing Bacillus subtilis via specialized microscopy, she sees that MreB forms motile patches, assembling PG synthesis complexes and then orienting their movement circumferentially, perpendicular to the cell axis. PG synthesis powers the movement of these complexes, not polymerization of MreB as previously thought, she says. "These fındings challenge the perceived functional similarity between MreB proteins and eukaryotic actins, raising again the question of mechanisms underlying MreB morphogenetic function."
In addition to assembling the PG complexes, MreB also helps to organize intracellular complexes involved in precursor synthesis, according to Carballido-Lopez. "We propose a model in which MreB organizes intracellular steps of PG synthesis in the cytoplasm to feed the membrane-associated cell wall synthesizing machinery. . .coordinating (these processes)," she says.
Although these mechanisms are widely conserved among gram-positive and gram-negative bacteria, the two classes of bacteria regulate the processes differently, Carballido-Lopez fınds. During exponential growth, which demands increased cell-wall synthesis, gram-negative Escherichia coli cells upregulate MreB, increasing the numbers of assembly complexes. In contrast, gram-positive B. subtilis cells retain the same number of such complexes, while increasing the speed at which they act in a way that is proportional to growth rate, she says. "These distinct mechanisms reflect different cell-wall integrity constraints in gram-positive versus gram-negative bacteria."
Another scaffolding protein, SpmX, controls a particular morphological feature in the Caulobacteraceae family, according to Yves Brun of Indiana University in Bloomington. "Although bacteria exhibit a myriad of morphologies, the mechanisms responsible for the evolution of bacterial cell shape are not understood," he says. "We investigated morphological diversity in a group of bacteria that synthesize stalks, tubular extensions of the cell envelope, including the peptidogly-
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Progress Notes for Novel and Nifty Methods and Diagnostics
Examples of recent progress toward developing useful methods for genomic sequencing and for diagnosing diseases include:
• The Oxford Nanopore MinIONTM device, about the size of a cell phone, was used to determine the genomic sequence of can. The location and number of stalks varies according to speciespolar in the genus Caulobacter and subpolar or bilateral in the genus Asticcacaulis." In each of these species, the SpmX protein localizes to different subcellular positions before it recruits the PG synthesis machinery and directs it to form stalks. A variable domain of this scaffold protein specifıcally controls cell morphology, having diverged between species to fınd different targets. Meanwhile its C-terminus, which may recruit and activate PG synthesis machinery, is conserved among these several species.
Swapping this domain between species confers the morphology of the SpmX donor, according to Brun. "Stepwise evolution of a specifıc region of SpmX led to gain of a new function and localization, which drove the sequential transition in stalk positioning," he says. "Our study has begun to unravel the elusive mechanisms of morphological transition in bacteria by showing that evolution of the SpmX morphogen underlies the evolutionary trajectory of stalk positioning." Elizabeth Bondy, an undergraduate student from the University of Arizona who was being trained to handle fruit flies in Brownlie's lab, noticed that those infected with the wMelPop strain of Wolbachia were less aggressive than their uninfected peers. For instance, infected flies took three times longer than others to start a fıght. Even so, their bouts lasted as long as fıghts among 
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Microbiology Policy Bulletin Board
Recent national and international developments involving microbiology and related science policy matters include:
• California legislators passed and governor Jerry Brown signed legislation eliminating exceptions and thus mandating children to be vaccinated against 10 specific infectious diseases and "any other disease deemed appropriate." Although the new law eliminates earlier exemptions that were based on parental objections to vaccine use, it explicitly provides for physicians to grant exceptions when warranted.
• The U.S. House of Representatives in July approved the 21st-Century Cures Act, which seeks higher funding for the National Institutes of Health and the Food and Drug Administration, and also would encourage patientfocused drug development, the development of precision medicine, greater FDA flexibility, extra support for young scientists, and special provisions regarding antimicrobial products and also medical devices. A version of this bill is under development in the Senate.
• In June, several U.S. Senators introduced the "Lyme and TickBorne Disease Prevention, Education, and Research Act of 2015," which would educate the community about such diseases, encourage development of better diagnostics, and take other steps to organize and strengthen research on these diseases.
